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Indianapolis is known as Indiana states metropolis and as the Worldâ€™s Racing Capital, but decades
ago, it was nothing but a ghost town. In fact, people referred to it as the â€œNaptownâ€• because there
was practically nothing to do in this place other than to take a nap all day. However, Indianapolis
has come a long way.

During the early developmental period of the automobile industry in the US, Indianapolis was  a
major rival of Detroit City. Both raced for the status of being the car center of the country, but Detroit
emerged triumphant because, unlike Indianapolis, it is located on a navigable waterway perfect for
trading automotive materials then. Upon losing that particular contest, Indianapolis got temporarily
stuck being perceived as a small and boring city.

For several years, it had to endure being dubbed as Nappyville, Nappy Dugout, the Nap, and even
India-No-Place. Indianapolis had a hard time getting rid of that image due to the fact that there was,
indeed, no reason to stay in the place after dark and there is nothing else to do in the morning but
shoot pigeons flying all around. Today, Indyâ€™s capital can proudly say that the Naptown is awake,
alive, and thriving.

One proof to that are the many Super Bowl XLVI commercials that featured all the positive aspects
and potentials of the city. Indianapolisâ€™ most iconic attractions, such as the worldâ€™s largest childrenâ€™s
museum and the well-known Indianapolis Motor Speedway, were highlighted in those
advertisements, showing to millions of viewers how rich and charming modern Indianapolis is. Of
course, apart from the racing sport popular in this city, the reputable car dealerships Indianapolis IN
has also deserve to be showcased.

These local auto retailers, including a GMC dealer Indianapolis residents rely on, can all be
considered as major movers of the place. The quality vehicles and excellent services they provide to
people encouraged more consumers to make significant car purchases in recent years. That is
probably why the auto market in this city remains to flourish despite the global economic challenges.

As these local auto retailers continue to grant people with satisfactory brand new and secondhand
vehicles, the automotive segment of the economy can improve in the long run, too. With the help of
a reputable GMC dealer Indiana trusts, Indianapolis can manage to regain its place as a major
contender of Detroit. Even without the navigable waterway, the metropolis can be confident that
they have what it takes to do the auto trade.
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